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A bstract—
In this paper we discuss the infrastructure important for

proficient management of the network, namely the secondary
markets for transmission rights.

Following the re:;tructuring process the participants in the
electric power industry are engaging in complex market ac-
tivities to meet their electricity needs. Many market partici-
pants enter into forward (delivery) contracts for energy. The
forward price may be described as the spot market price for
delivery of a commodity at a fixed time in the future. As a
counterpart to the forward contract marketplace for energy,
the secondary market for transmission provides the neces-
sary mechanism for supporting the market activities so that
the change in value is readily conveyed to all of the market
participants of the forward contracts for transmission por-
tion of electric services in the form of the intermediate term
transmission contracts. Here the market participants may
be the holders of the physical transmission rights, the hold-
ers of the financial transmission rights and/or the bidders in
the spot market.

With the introduction of the secondnry markets for trans-
mission rights we can compare the workings for the transmis-
sion rights in the form of the intermediate term transmission
contracts proposecl in this paper with the transmission con-
gestion contracts (TCC) and the flowgate rights.

I. INTRODUCTION

The secondary markets play a very important role in
trading a commodity subject to many uncertainties. These
uncertainties are typically related to the high volatility in
spot price for the commodity. A spot price is the price at
which a commodity is traded for immediate delivery. We
refer the marketplace where the spot prices prevail as a spot
market.

One of the most common methodk used to deal with
this spot price uncertainty is the risk hedging through for-
ward (delivery) contracts which are the contracts to buy
or sell the commodity at a fixed time in the future at a
pre-specified price. We call this pre-specified price, a for-
ward price, and the marketplace where the commodity is
traded based on forward contracts, a futures market. A
futures market is common form of a secondary market. In
a futures market, suppliers can commit some or all of their
outputs at the forward price before the actual production.
By entering into fcmward contracts, the risks on profit stem-
ming from the uncertainty in spot prices can be eliminated
for the amount of output committed in the contracts.

The purpose of the paper is to investigate the opportuni-
ties for risk hedging against network-related uncertainties
available to netwc)rk users. The forward contracts related
to such risk hedging method are referred to as the long term

or intermediate term transmission contracts depending on
the duration of the contracts in this paper and are issued
by the transmission provider (TP). We focus on the efficacy
of such contracts in the presence of the secondary markets
for transmission rights and the necessary infrastructures.

The paper is organized as follows:
In Section II we define the role of the secondary markets for
transmission rights. Section III examines the intermediate
term transmission contracts in details. Concluding remarks
are made in Section IV.

II. ROLE OF THE SECONDARY MARKETS FOR

TRANSMISSION RIGHTS

Following the restructuring process the participants in
the electric power industry are engaging in complex market
activities to meet their electricity needs. Hence, the value of
the energy and the transmission portion of electric services
are determined employing the market mechanism. These
values once determined are then, communicated among the
market participants through the prices specified on various
contracts. For example, suppose for hour k the value of
electric energy at bus g~ is determined to be p~i[k] using
the market mechanism. Then, any contract involving a
purchase of electricity from bus g~ for hour k carries the

price of Pg,[k] as valued.
Many market participants enter into the so-called for-

ward (delivery) contracts for energy. This type of contracts
serves many useful purposes including hedging against price
volatility. A forward contract is an agreement between a
buyer and a seller that a commodity (in this case electric
power) is to be delivered on a specified date, rdd, in the
future from the present time, t, at a specified fixed price,
P9, (t, ~w) supplied by the generator at bus gi. The date
s ecified by the contract is called the deliver date, while
{“” ?t e price 1s known as the forward price. The orward price

may be described as the spot market price for delivery of a
commodity at a fixed time in the future [2], i.e.,1

Lb, (h ~dd)= : {Pg,[Told} (1)

where
: {(.)}

denotes the expected value of (.) computed given the infor-
mation available up to the present time t.Thus, at the time
of agreement the contract has a value of zero and remains

lThe spot market price needs to be discounted at the rate of risk-
free investment in order to reflect the present value of the contract.
This fine detail is not included here for the sake of simplicity.
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at zero so long as the expected value of the spot market
“ price at the delivery date stays unchanged. As the deliv-

ery date approaches, however, new information regardin
market conditions emerge and ma influence the expecte

{
8

value of the spot market price at t e clelivery date to move
up or down. Suppose at time tl,where t < tl < Tdd,the
expected value of the spot market price at the dellvery date
changes from p(t, fi-d~)to P9i (~, T~~) + ~, i.e.,

/J9i (t> ~dd) = f {P9i [Told} (2)

while including the information available now up to the
time tl.Then, the value of the contract also changes from
zero to A. Here a forward contract marketplace plays a sig-
nificant role in providing the mechanism for supporting the
market activities so that the change in value of the contract
is readily conveyed to all of the market participants. For
example, with the rise in forward prices the buyer whose
demand is elastic may want to reduce consumption and
realize a profit on the sale of the original contract. The
efficiency of market mechanism depends on how effortlessly
such market activities could be carried out.

As a counter part to the forward contract marketplace
for energy, the secondary market for transmission provides
the necessary mechanism for supportin the market activi-

“fties so that the change in value is readl y conveyed to all of
the market participants of the forward contracts for trans-
mission portion of electric services in the form of the in-
termediate term transmission contracts. Figure 1 shows
the information exchange among the market participants,
the system operator (SO) and the independent transmis-
sion company (ITC) for the intermediate term transmis-
sion contracts involving the secondary market. The market

. . . . ..-. . . . .,
i . ,.,:., !

,{,,k,,&:+iG\

yijzip~,
– SecondaryMkt

1~ ~ ~ ~): i%rTransmission

i Jm @Dl .(,)
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—...

MarketParticipants
L Imd

M rn.rketer

Fig. 1. The information exchange among the market participants, the
SO and the ITC for the intermediate term transmission contracts
involving the secc,ndary market

participants can purchase intermediate term transmission
contracts on each line 1 in the network from the SO for any
desirable duration within the year. First, at the be inning

fof each year the total capacity available on individua trans-
mission lines within the network is determined by the ITC
for the entire ear n. When det erminin

iITC relies on t e e~pertise of the SO on t e o eration of the
f ‘t c~ac’ty ‘henetwork including the power transfer dlstrl utlon factors

(PTDF). Then, the ITC issues the intermediate term trans-
mission contracts to be offered to the market participants to
be used as forward contracts for the transmission portion of
the electric services. The price for each of these contracts,

pl (t,, t, ), is determined by the ITC, initially, based on the
expected value of the transmission charge,

t=(7-f,~T+,{p’[k]}
over the interval [t~, te] so that the expected value of the

overall transmission revenue is maximized while respecting
the network constraints.

Following the issuance of the intermediate term transmis-
sion contracts the SO conducts the spot market for energy
at each hour k, the actual transmission charge for each line
in the network, p[ [k] is determined and is made available to
the market participants. Here the market participants may
be the holders of the physical transmission rights, the hold-
ers of the financial transmission rights and/or the bidders
in the spot market.

Suppose the market conditions have changed so that the
expected value of the transmission charge computed at the
beginning of the years needs to be adjusted in order to
reflect accurately the current state of the electricity mar-
ket. Then, the ITC announces the adjusted prices for the
transmission contracts and applies the new prices to the
contracts in any upcoming sales. The market participants,
in turn, may utilize the secondary markets to trade any
outstanding contracts issued prior to the price adjustment
according to the change in market conditions.

Without the presence of the secondary markets for trans-
mission rights, the ITC relies solely on its expertise gained
by observing the transmission charges imposed on the mar-
ket participants in the spot market when determining the
price to be charged for the transmission rights. This cre-
ates the open loop computation of the charge. However,
with the presence of the secondary market for transmis-
sion rights, the ITC can observe the change in prices at the
secondary markets for equivalent rights and take this into
consideration in determining the price, i.e. in the feedback
fashion. The actual mechanism for determining the price
while taking the prevailing price in the secondary markets
for the transmission rights is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Figure 2 shows the ultimate financial exchanges between
the market participants and the secondary markets for
transmission rights.

G: supplier
I L! load

--.--—- —--J M marketer

MarketParticipants

Fig. 2. The financial exchange between the market participants and
the secondary markets for transmission rights

III. CLOSER LOOK AT THE PROPOSED TRANSMISSION

RIGHTS

With the introduction of the secondary markets for trans-
mission rights we can compare the workings for the trans-
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mission rights in the form of the intermediate term trans-

mission contracts proposed in this thesis with the transmis-

sion congestion contracts (TCC) and the flowgate rights.

In the following sections we first describe the differences

between the intermediate term transrnission contracts and
TCC and between the intermediate term transmission con-
tracts and flowgate rights. Then, the workings of these
contracts are compared in terms of the financial exchanges.

A. Point-to-point transmission rights

The transmission congestion contracts (TCC’S) proposed
in [3] is a representative of the point-to-point transmission
rights being widely considered in the electric power indus-
try, at the time of writing, as a possible form of allocating
net work capacity over the longer t errn. In order to under-
stand the differences between the TCC’S and the interme-
diate term transmission contracts proposed in this thesis
we need to look not only at the aduid mechanism for im-
plementing the contracts but also at t“he underlying market
structure.

The underlying market structure assumed for the TCC’S
is the rate-of-return regulation imposed on the transmis-
sion owners and the operational authority given to the
non-profit organization called independent system opera-
tor (1S0). Under this market structure, the market partici-
pants are allowed to submit bids for purchasing the TCC!’S,
once at the beginning of the year (or of the season).2 The
1S0, then determines the price and the amount of TCC7S
to be made available and allocates network capacity cor-
responding to the contracts based on the bids. Each of
the TCC’S issued to the participants specify at least the
following three elsments: the location ‘of the source bus,

the location of the sink bus and the amount of the energy

involved in the transaction.
Once the allocation of the TCC is concluded, all of the

market participants are required to submit bids to the spot
market in the same wa whether a participant owns the

ETCC or not. The 1S0, t en clears the spot market by solv-
ing the optimal power flow (OPF) problem and completes
the dispatch schedules without any regards to the allocation
of the TCC’S. As a result of the market clearing process,
the combined price of energy and transmission portions of
electric services at each bus are determined by the shadow
cost associated with the OPF problem as written in the
following:

QG*[~l = arg&;l~(%,Q&[~l + b,Qw[~l) (3)

9*

~Qgi[k] = ~Qd, [k] : A[k] (4)

9, dj

‘The market participants can determine the amount and the price
of the TCC’S for the bidding purposes either purely based on the
expected value of financial transmission rights of this sort or based
on the financial contracts for energy, so-called contract-for-difference
(CFD). The CFD is an arrangement made between two or more par-
ticipants for mimicking bilateral transactions under the TCC scheme.
The details on the C!FD are referred to [3].

E Hlg,Qw[f$]- ~ fftdi @ij [k]< F’tmax[n]: ui[k] (6)

9i dj

where

Qg, : the amount of generation at bus g~
Qd3 : the amount of consumption at bus dj

~gi Q~i[k]+ bgtQgi[k]: the production cost at bus gz
Hi(.): the PTDF’s of network line [ with res-

pect to injection at bus ()
qmax: operational limit on power transfer th-

rough line t

The price at each bus is often referred to as the nodal price.
The revenue is collected and distributed by the SO as the
product of the injection into the bus and the corresponding
nodal price. For example, suppose the amount of electric
power, Qdj [k], is taken from the network at the nodal price
of ~d, [k]. Then the load at that bus pays pdj [k] for each unit
of power, totaling pd~[k] . Qd, [k], to the SO. Analogously, if
the amount of electric power, Q~i [k], is injected to the net-
work at the nodal price of pdj [k], the generator at that bus
is paid pdj [k] for each unit of power, totaling pdj [k]”Qdj [~],

by the SO. The transmission charge collected by the SO
here is often referred to as the congestion charge and is the
difference between the amount received from the loads and
the amount paid to the generators. Finally, the holders of
the TCC’S are paid the difference between the nodal price at
the location of the sink bus and the nodal price at the loca-
tion of the source bus specified in the contract. Throughout
the process the transmission owners are not involved at all
because the revenue received by the transmission owners
is a guaranteed return allowed by the regulator and is not

related to the TCC’S and consequently to the transmission
(congestion) charge.

Based on the implementation of TCC scheme described
above, it is evident that the TCC’S are purely financial
transmission rights since the holders of the contract are
not given the priority for using the network. Indeed, the
market clearing process is completely independent of the
allocation of TCC’S. Considering that the network related
risks are two folds, namely the price volatility in transmis-
sion capacity and the actual dispatch schedule, the TCC’S
cover only the former.

When the financial relationship created by the TCC’S is
examined, it is recognized that there is an apparent dis-
connect between the reward/penalty mechanism and the
entities assuming the financial risks. Because it is the 1S0
issuing the TCC’S to offer the hedging opportunities to the
market participants against the volatility in the transmis-
sion capacity prices, it appears that the 1S0 takes on the fi-
nancial risks. However, the 1S0 does not assume any finan-
cial responsibilities. Thus, this imposes a critical constraint
(perhaps audit-able by the regulator) on issuing the TCC’S,
namely the revenue neutrality coming from the simultane-
ous feasibilityy criterion. The revenue neutrality refers to
the sufficient transmission charge collected by the SO so
that all of the payment to the TCC holders can be made
from the transmission charge. The simultaneous feasibility
criterion limits the ability of the SO in issuing the amount
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,, of the contracts so that all of the transactions specified in
the contracts appears to take place simultaneously at each
hourk while thecontracts are valid. That istosay, if the

contracts together specify an injection of Q9, [Ic] at bus g~,
then at each hour from the beginning of the year to the
end, the injection at bus g~ needs to be at least Q9, [k].
Similarly, if the ccmtracts together specify a withdrawal of

Q~j[k]atbusdj, then ateachhour from the beginning of
the year to the end, the withdrawal at bus g~ needs to be
at least Qdj [k]. In case there is a dijlerence in the trans-
mission charge collected by the SO in the spot market and
the TCC payment made to the holders of the contracts,
then the difference is handed over to or made up from the
market participants through the regulators [5].

Based on the comparison between the implementation
of TCC scheme and of the intermediate term transmission
contracts it is ckim that the latter provides the incentive
structure necessary for higher efficiency in three folds.

The first is related to the accurate assessment of network
status by the TP (1S0 under the TCC scheme and SO/ITC
under the intermediate term transmission contract scheme).
The inaccurate assessment by the 1S() on the network ca-
pacit y available fcm the TCC penalizes the market partic-
ipants due to the mechanism used f,m- compensating the
difference between the transmission charge collected from

the spot market and the payment made to the TCC hold-
ers. The regulator plays an important role of verifying the
revenue neutrality conditions in order to prevent the effi-
ciency loss. On th~e other hand, the inaccurate assessment
by the SO and the ITC on the network capacity for issu-
ing the intermediate term contract directly results in loss of
revenue of the ITC. The accurate assessment of the system
status affects not only the short term. efficiency related to
the operation but also the long term efficiency related to
the planning of the transmission network.

The second is related to the active participation by the
TP in the process. Under the TCC scheme if the operating
conditions vary widely over the year (or over the season),
the number of TCC’S available needs to be quite conserva-
tive in order to satisfy the simultaneous feasibility criterion
throughout the year. Whereas under the intermediate term
transmission cent r act scheme the number of contracts avail-
able varies depending on network conditions judged by the
TP.

Finally, the third is related to the pricing of the con-
tracts. Under the TCC scheme the value of the contract is
initially determined by the auction prc~cess at the beginning
of the year (or of the season) and varies throughout the year
depending on the incidence of congestion. The change in
the value of the cc,ntract needs to be communicated among
the participants through the trades. However, it probably
is harder to trade point-to-point contracts than the link-
based contracts because of the relevance in the physical
operation. Only the participant whc)se bus is designated
as one of the points in the point-to-point contract has any
interest in the contract from the physical operational sense.

B. Link-based transmission rights

The flowgate rights proposed in [I] is a representative of

the link-based transmission rights being widely considered
in the industry at the time of writing as another possible

form of allocating network capacity over the longer term.
Although the flowgate may refer to any transmission line
in the system, in general the term refers to only the links
associated with the likely network congestion as done here.

Similar to the TCC’S case, the underlying market struc-
ture assumed for the flowgate rights is the rate-of-return
regulation imposed on the transmission owners and the
operational authority given to the non-profit organization
called independent system operator (1S0). Under this mar-
ket structure, the market participants are allowed to submit
bids for purchasing the flowgate rights, once at the begin-
ning of the year (or of the season).3 The 1S0, then deter-
mines the price and the amount of flowgates to be made
available and allocates the network capacity corresponding
to the flowgate rights based on the bids. Each of the flow-
gate rights issued to the participants specify at least the
following two elements: the designated flowgate (i.e., likely
congested line), and the network capacity offered on the
flowgate.

Once the allocation of the flowgate rights is concluded,
two separate markets, namely the forward market and the
spot market, are conducted sequentially. First, the par-
ticipants in the forward market arrange for transactions
and acquire from the current holders the flowgate rights
necessary for implementing the arranged transactions. In
this process if a participant arranges a transaction that re-
duces the congestion on the flowgate, then the participant
becomes the initial holder of the newly created flowgate
rights in the amount by which the congestion is reduced.
The process continues until all the transactions arranged
are covered by the flowgate rights. The network capacity
of unused flowgate rights are then returned to the 1S0 who
conducts the spot market, next.

The market ‘participants who do not want to participate
in the forward market can submit bids to the spot market.
The 1S0, then, clears the spot market by solving the OPF
problem subject to the network capacity limits re-defined
by the effect of unused flowgate rights. Again, as a result
of the market clearing process, the combined price of en-
ergy and transmission portions of electric services at each
bus are determined by the nodal prices, and the revenue is
collected and distributed by the SO as the product of the
injection into the bus and the corresponding nodal price.
A part of congestion charge collected by the 1S0 is used to
compensate for the unused flowgate rights that reverted to
the 1S0.

When the financial relationship created by the flowgate
rights is examined, it is recognized that there is again an

3The market participants can determine the amount and the Price
of the flowgate rights for the bidding purposes based on the expected
value of physical transmission rights of this sort with the matching
forward (and/or bilateral) contracts. The explicit bilateral transac-
tions are assumed to be allowed under the flowgate scheme similar to
under the proposed scheme.
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apparent disconnect between the reward/penalty mecha-
nism and the entities assuming the Ilnancial risks. Simi-
lar to the TCC’S, because it is the ISO issuing the TCC’S
to offer hedging opportunities to the market participants
against the volatility in the transmission capacity prices, it
appears that the 1S0 takes on the financial risks, but be-
cause the particulim characteristic of the 1S0 is such that
the 1S0 as a non-profit entity cannot assume any financial
responsibilities. For the flowgate rights to work properly
the entity with the operational authority needs to take on
the risks associated with the changing capacity limits and
the changing PTDF for each flowgate. Otherwise, in case
the holders of the flowgate rights are (denied from utilizing
the network, no compensation scheme may be adequate, or
the financial risks are ultimately transferred to the market
participants.

In addition, there is an implied assumption that the ma-
jority of transactions is taken care of at the forward market
under the flowgate rights scheme. It is pointed out in [4]
that many of the transactions in the current electricity mar-
kets still rely heavily on the spot market process. In this
case, the complete separation of the forward market from
the spot market further reduces the market efficiency.

In comparison, the proposed intermediate term transmis-
sion contracts allow the TP to take on the necessary finan-
cial risks. For example, the changing capacity limits and
the changing PTDF for each link become the responsibility
of the ITC by requiring that the maximum flow limits and
the PTDF’s stay invariant throughout the year (or the sea-
son). Moreover, the forward market and the spot market
are linked through the TP. All this is possible because of
the performance-based regulation scheme, in this case the
PCR scheme as proposed in [7], imposed on the TP.

In the following section we compare three methods de-
scribed above through numerical examples.

C. Numerical example

Consider the 3-bus electric power network introduced
earlier as shown in Figure 3. The transfer limits on the

E:us1 Bus 2

““w”

2-=(
(2) (3)

Bus 3

%

G3 L3

Fig. 3. One-line diagram of 3-bus electric power network

transmission lines are 150MW for lines 1 and 2 and 80MW
for line 3. In the network there are 12 generation units each
owned by different suppliers. The mar mal operating costs

Pof these units are given in the form of mear functions with
respect to their co-rresponding generations, i.e.,

Assuming the perfect competition condition, the supply
functions at bus 1

‘bus l(Qbus I[k]) = 02198Qbus l[k] (8)

at bus 2
‘bus 2(Qbus 2[~1)= o.o187Q!-m 2[~1 (9)

and at bus 3

‘bus 3(Qbus 3[~1)= loQbw 3[~1+ 1 (lo)

For simplicity, let the entire year be composed of three
hours, i.e., k = 1,2,3, and 4.

Suppose some of the market participants enter into var-
ious forward contracts in order to meet their electricity
needs at the be inning of the year assuming that the ex-

Fpetted demand unctions of the load at bus 2 is given by

D@ [~] = –2.5Qd2 [k] + 48.15 (11)

and that of the load at bus 3 is given as the following:

D~, [k] = –5.0Qd, [k] + 817.10 (12)

For comparison purposes we consider the following arrange-
ment of forward contracts. First, the marketers at bus 2 and
at bus 3 agree on the forward contract for the transfer of
101.25MW covering the entire year, i.e. k = 1,2,3, and 4.
The marketers at bus 1 and at bus 3, then arrange for the
transfer of 56.00MW for hours 1, 2 and 3, but not 4, i.e.,
k = 1,2, and 3. Finally, the marketers at bus 1 and bus
2 arrange for the forward contract of 18.50MW this time
covering the hours 2, 3, and 4 only, i.e., k = 2,3, and 4.
Based on the supply functions given in Eqs. (8) through
(10) and the demand functions projected as in Eqs. (11)
and (12), the loads at bus 2 and at bus 3 are expected to
pay 1.90 ($/MW) and 30.85 ($/MW) respectively. Trans-
action 1 refers to the forward contract for the transfer of
101.25MW from bus 2 to bus 3 for k = 1,2,3, and 4, Trans-
action 2 refers to the forward contract for the transfer of
56.00MW from bus 1 to bus 3 also for k = 1,2, and 4, and
Transaction 3 refers to the forward contract for the transfer
of 18.50MW from bus 1 to bus 2 for k = 2,3, and 4.

Following the arrangement through forward contracts the
spot market is conducted at each hour for meeting the resid-
ual demand. Suppose followin the market clearing process

#in the spot market the actual emand functions of the loads
are revealed as the following:
for the load at bus 2

~d, [k] = –2.5Q~, [k] + 48.15 (13)

where k = 1,2,3, and 4, and for the load at bus 3

D~3[l] = –5,0Qd, [l] + 817.10 (14)

~d~ [2] = –5.0Qd3 [2] + 842.10 (15)

Dd3 [l] = –5.0Qd3 [4] t 817.10 (16)

Dd3 [3] = –5.0Qci8 [3] + 792.10 (17)

As evident from Eqs. (13) through (17), the actual de-
mand function for the load at bus 2 stays invariant from
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the expected throughout the year, but the actual demand
function for the load at bus 3 is identical only at hours 1
and 3 and deviates from the expected in hours 2 and 4.
This is not surprising since the demand for electric services
is uncertain by nature. Nevertheless, if the average is taken
for the actual demand function at bus 3, the result is same
as the expected as expressed in Eq. (12).

The actual physical exchange among participants is de-
termined as a result of the arrangement through forward
contracts and the /spot market and is, therefore, highly mar-
ket structure dependent. Here the presence of transmission
rights plays an important role in deciding the final outcome.
For simplicity without the loss of generality, assume that
the market participants involved in the forward contracts
purchase the appropriate transmissicm rights available in
order to hedge against the price volatility in transmission
charge whenever possible.

Tables I and II summarize the financial as well as physi-
cal exchanges among the market part icipants and the 1S0
under the TCC scheme. As evident from the example,
the physical exchange among participants maybe different
from the arrangement through forward contracts under the
TCC scheme depending on the system operating condition.

Table III summarizes the financial as well as physical ex-
changes among the market participants and the 1S0 under
the flowgate scheme. As evident from the example, the
physical exchange among participants is assured to take
place according to the forward contracts if and only if
the contracts are covered through the appropriate flowgate
rights. For instance, at hours 2 and 3, all of the transac-
tions are intially committed through the forward contracts
on the energy as well as the transmission portion of the
electric services.

Table IV summarizes the financial as well as physical
exchanges among the market participants and the ITC
through the SO under the proposed scheme. As evident
from the example, the physical exchange among partici-
pants is assured to take place according to the appropriate
intermediate term transmission contracts.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we examine the the infrastructures impor-
tant for proficient management of the network, namely the
secondary markets for transmission rights.

The secondary markets play a very important role in
trading a commodity subject to many uncertainties. Given
the forward contracts called intermediate term transmission
contracts as proposed in [6], the function of the secondary
market for transmission contracts are described in hedging
the network related risks, first. The mechanisms given here
are then compared to the other proposed methods, namely
TCC’S and Flowgate rights. It is shown that only the inter-
mediate term transmission contracts allow proper hedging
mechanism over a longer period.
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blls 1 9%,,S2 dh,,q ~ dhllq y

-$~1,726.58
1S0

9hl]g 2 s 1S0 I $11,726.58 $11,726.58
for TCC2 :

9h,,s 1 + 1S0 $2,432.18 -$2.432.18 $2,432.18
for TC’C3:

gfx,s 1 + ISO -$803.49 $803.49 -$803.49
l-=1,.—.

dkq ~ + 1S0 $35.12 -$35.12 $35.12
db,,, ~ + 1S0 $4,886.60 -$4,886.60 ~ $4,886.60
1S0 ~ gh,,q 1 $1,219.93 $1,219.93 -$1,219.93
1S0 ~ gb,l$ z $192.13 $192.13 -$192.13

for TCCI
1S0 ~ ghl,q ~ $2,931.65 $2)931.65 -$2,931.65

for TCC2
+g~l $810.73 $810.73 -$810.73

1+&s

1S0

11S0
k=2

,=G: ‘151337 $7650 ‘$i’;’;: ~ ‘f::
for TCC1

1S0 ~ gh,,q 2 $3,324.94 $3,324.94 -$3,324.94
for TCC2 and TCC3

1S0 ~ gh,,, , $615.73 $615.73 -$615.73
for CDF1

gb,,s 2 4 db,,y y $385.31 -$385.31 $385.31
for CDF2

9h,,s 1 ~ db,,q ~ $213.11 -$213.11 $213.11
for CDF3

dbu 2 ~ gb,,q 1 $1.46 $1.46 ‘ -$1.46

TABLE I

EXCHANGESAMONGTHE IMARKETPARTICIPANTSAND THE 1S0 UNDERTHE TCC SCHEMEFOR k = 1,2

E .-.-!!““S’! ‘h’’”! ‘!’s2.!““s2! 1:0-I
.u u..- 1 I .- v..-.A..- -,..... I

I . ........ I [ . ........
.. ... ..

dbllq ~ + Mu 835.12 -$:+5 1.) I .1 %:<5 1.) I

db,,q ~ + 1S0 !$4,886.60 .$4 Xxti 6(1 I I $+4 XX6 Ii(l

1S0 ~ gh,,~ , $1,219.93 $1,219.93 I I -J1, ZIY.93
1S0 ~ ghll~ ~ $192.13 $162.12 -!$192.12

for TCC,
1

. . . . . .
1 I I

.--—

P
.-

1s0 + g
for TCL. . . .

TS(

~$2,931.65 $2,931.65 -$2,931.65
c. and Tcc~

$542.90 $542.90 -$542.90

$36.50 -$36.50 $36.50
;4,138.42 -$4,138.42

$958.08
$4,138.42

$958.08 -$958.08
$208.43 $208.43 -$208.43

E
1S0 s g $2,538.34 $2,.538.34 -$2,538.34

for TCCZ and TCC~
1S0 ~ g -$231.90 -$231.90 $231.90

for CDF1

d +9 $385.32 $385.32 -$385.32
for CDF3

9 -d $1.46 -$1.46 $1.46

TABLE II

EXCHANGESAMONGTHE MARKETPARTICIPANTSAND THE 1S0 UNDERTHE TCC SCHEMEFOR k = 3,4
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bl,s 1 gb,,s 2 db,,$ ~ dhl,q ~ ISO

gb,,s 2 ~ 1S0 $11,726.58 -$;1,726.58 $11,726.58
9b,,s 1 ~ 1S0 $1,628.69 -$1,628.69 $1,628.69

k=l

db,,~ 2 + 1S0 $35.12 -$35.12 $35.12
1S0 A gb,,~ , $302.94 $302.94 -$302.94

for flowgate rights:

*1(TR2) 4 %,? 1(TR3) ] $267.83 $0

for flowgate rights:

k=4
dh,,q ~ + 1S0 $1,400.00 -$1,400.00 $1,400.00
ISO ~ gh,,q 1 $689.62 $689.62 -$689.62
1S0 ~ gh,l~ ~ $8.38 $8.38 -$8.38

TABLE III

EXCHANGESAMONG THE MARKET PARTICIPANTS AND THE ISO UNDER THE FLOWGATE SCHEME FOR k = 1,2,3,4

k=l

e::::: 1 “I :I ‘$35”12I :I $35.12
$302.94 -$302.94

k=2 I

k=3 I

TABLE IV

EXCHANGES AMONG THE MARKET PARTICIPANTS AND THE 1S0 UNDER THE FLOWGATE SCHEME FOR k = 1,2,3,4
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